Rolling Database Update in an SAP ASE and SAP
Replication Server Environment
Applies to:
Update SAP Application Server Enterprise (SAP ASE) from SAP ASE 15.7.0 SP 110 (and higher) to SAP
ASE 15.7.0 SP 135 (and higher) in combination with an update of the SAP Replication Server (SRS) from
SRS 15.7.1 SP 111 (and higher) to SRS 15.7.1 SP 135 (and higher).

Summary
A replication environment consists of several instances of the database SAP ASE and the SAP Replication
Server (SRS). Follow this documentation if you want to learn more about the rolling database update
procedure for Linux x86_64. Each single step is visualized with screen shots.
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Introduction to the HADR Environment
HADR Environment: Features
A High Availability Disaster Recovery (HADR) environment consists of two sites: the primary site and the
standby site. Both sites contain the SAP ASE data server that supports the same single SAP Business Suite
installation. Each site contains an SRS and a Disaster Recovery Agent (DR Agent).
Note:
Before you start, read SAP Note 1891560: Disaster Recovery Setup with SAP Replication Server and
the SAP NetWeaver on ASE Installation Guide.

Figure 1: HADR environment using SAP ASE, the SRS, and the DR Agent management utility
An HADR configuration (Figure 1) comprises two servers, one of which is designated as the primary (on
which all transaction processing by user applications occurs), and the other as the standby server. The latter
acts as a warm standby for the primary server and contains a copy of the designated databases from the
primary server. In addition the DR Agent serves as a management utility. In an HADR system, data is
replicated from the primary server to the standby server. If the primary server fails, the standby server can be
promoted to the role of primary server.
Some features of the HADR system are:
•

Supports a two-node HADR capability, providing manual failover for maintenance when configured
for disaster recovery.

•

Does not require specialized cluster software or hardware. Instead, HADR uses standard hardware;
the HADR functionality is provided by the software.

•

The two HADR nodes can be physically distant. The nodes can be in the same data center or
physically separated, depending on the level of protection you want to achieve. Nodes that are
located in the same data center provide protection from primary database failures. Nodes located in
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different data centers provide protection from disasters that affect the data center (fires, earthquakes,
and so on). The acceptable distance between nodes is based on your site's tolerance for latency.
•

Applications are seamlessly reconnected to the new primary server after failover. In the case of a
planned failover without the FORCE option, ASE will wait until all user transactions have committed
and then initiates the failover. If a user transaction exceeds the failover grace period, the primary
database will abort the failover and reenter the active state. If the FORCE option is used, then ASE
will terminate all active user transactions after the grace period has been exceeded.
In the case of an unplanned failover, a DBA must manually trigger the failover using the
UNPLANNED option of the failover command.

•

Applications connecting to the standby server (other than read-only and administrative clients) are
redirected to the primary server. Data changes are allowed only on the primary server.

•

Only privileged users can access the standby Adaptive Server; application users are either rejected
or automatically re-routed to the primary Adaptive Server.

Caution:
Do not enable a replication environment if you are not familiar with the SAP Replication Server product.
Particularly in outage situations, the database log of the primary database can run out of space and the
SAP system could face downtime as a result. Stopping the replication in an inappropriate manner may
require re-materialization of the standby database.
HADR Environment: Installation
Traditionally, setting up and configuring replication with the goal of disaster recovery requires multiple steps,
all of which must be performed in the correct order across multiple servers. Failed processes lead to a
system that does not function, which results in tearing down the environment and hours of lost work.
The DR Agent consolidates many complex steps into a few abstracted actions that reduce the manual effort
or set of commands required to establish a basic replication setup for disaster recovery.
All components of a primary or standby replication environment can run on the same host (co-located
replication environment). It is also possible to separate the database and the SRS (dis-located
replication environment).
Both the SRS and the DR Agent must run on the same host.
Initially, the SAP Business Suite product must be installed with the SAP ASE database on the primary site.
The SAP NetWeaver Application Server can be installed on the database host or a separate host. The
standby database must be a copy of the database instance of the primary site. In the case of a failover, the
work processes of the SAP NetWeaver Application Server will automatically reconnect to the standby
database.
The user executing the installation identifies the primary and standby Adaptive Server during the installation
process. As the last step in database materialization, the DR Agent configures the Adaptive Servers as a
primary and a standby server. During failover, the DR Agent deactivates the primary Adaptive Server,
reverses the flow of replication, then promotes the standby Adaptive Server to become the active primary
server. Users can no longer connect to the old primary Adaptive Server and are re-routed to the new primary
Adaptive Server.
DR Agent supports automated setup and configuration, monitoring, and administration for an SAP Business
Suite for SAP ASE disaster recovery solution.
HADR Environment: Replication and Failover
Replication in the HADR environment is configured to replicate data in both directions between the primary
and standby sites, although only one direction is available at any one time. In a typical replication scenario,
the SAP application connects to - and updates - data on the primary site. The replication software captures
transactions from the primary site and replicates them to the standby site. When integrated with SAP tooling
in a planned or unplanned failover scenario, SAP application connections are switched to the failover site.
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Two databases are replicated between the primary and the standby site:
•
•

SAP application database (SAPSID)
SAP ASE master database

Thus, the SAP tools database is not part of the replication.
For planned failovers, the direction of replication is switched, and SAP Replication Servers save the
transactions generated at the failover site until the old primary database comes back online. When the old
primary site returns to service, the saved transactions at the failover site are released and applied to the old
primary site, allowing the two sites to re-synchronize without re-materialization.
The disaster recovery configuration created by the DR Agent supports only one active server at a time.
Database activity occurs only at the currently active site. That is, at any given time, only one site acts as the
primary (where read write transactions occur), preventing a split brain situation where both sites inadvertently
allow read and write transactions.
Once you have set up the environment, connect to the DR Agent on either site to monitor and administer the
replication environment.
Client applications connect to the DR Agent through its TDS interface (ODBC, JDBC, or Open Client). The
DR Agent uses JDBC to communicate with the servers on either host and to the other DR Agent.
HADR Environment: Prerequisites
The following basic prerequisites must be fulfilled before you set up a disaster recovery solution:
Table 1: Basic prerequisites

Area

Requirements

Database and
replication software

The following source software versions are required on the primary and standby
hosts:
• SAP ASE 15.7.0 SP 110 (and higher)
• SAP Replication Server 15.7.1 SP 111 (and higher)
The following target software versions are possible on the primary and standby hosts
after the rolling database update:
• SAP ASE 15.7.0 SP 135 (and higher)
• SAP Replication Server 15.7.1 SP 135 (and higher)
For more information on the certified combinations of SAP ASE and
SRS, see SAP Note 1891560: Disaster Recovery Setup with SAP Replication Server.
Database and SRS must use the same hardware platform. SAP recommends
installing the SRS on a separate host to keep the impact on the database as low as
possible.
The SAP ASE server name is based on the <SAPSID> value and is the same on both
primary and standby sites.
The SAP database name is the same on both sites.
Use the latest SAP kernel available for your SAP Business Suite software.
The most current version of SAP Host Agent 7.21 must be installed on all hosts.
Both primary and standby databases must have the same UTC time. Otherwise the
SAP application will not work properly if the SAP system is using the standby
database.
The following database users are required on both sites:
• sapsa
• sapsso
• Replication user (<SAPSID>_maint)
• DR Agent administrator (DR_admin)
All logins and passwords must be identical across both databases. The replication
user and the DR Agent administrator are created by the SAP installer.
Be aware that the database users sapsa, sapsso, and DR_admin are included in the
secure storage of the SAP system, should you want to change the password.

Hardware

SAP ASE server
names
SAP Software
SAP Host Agent
Database time
synchronization
Database user
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Operating system user

The SRS and the DR Agent are started with OS user syb<sapsid>. All operating
system users and groups need to have the same user and group ID on all servers.

Secure Storage

Secure storage related information is available in the Troubleshooting section.

HADR Test Environment: Configuration
The current section contains details about the HADR environment used.
HADR Test Environment: Configuration for the Rolling Database Update
You have installed a working HADR environment on SAP ASE (see Figure 2).
This documentation is based on a co-located setup of the replication environment with SAP instances
installed on the primary database server:
•
•

The database SAP ASE and the SRS are installed on server Host 1 (Primary DB Server). In
addition, the SAP instances (Primary Application Server and Services Instances) are also installed
on Host 1.
Server Host 2 (Standby DB Server) is prepared with equal (or larger) sizing as server Host1
(Primary DB server).

Figure 2: Co-located configuration of replication environment: Primary DB Server and SAP
instances (Host 1), Standby DB Server (Host 2).
HADR Test Environment: Some Characteristics
The following basic conditions are defined for this installation example. These settings will usually be
different for any other installation.
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAP SID
SAP release
SAP kernel
Operating system
SAP database software
SAP Replication Server software

: JP1
: NetWeaver 7.40 - with Basis Support package 7.40_08
: 7.42 - patch level 115, Unicode
: Linux x86_64
: SAP ASE-15.7.0 SP 122 -> SAP ASE-15.7.0 SP 135
: SRS-15.7.1 SP 121 -> SRS-15.7.1 SP 135
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Server Type

Physical Hostname

SRS Site Name

Primary DB Server

sybvml35

Rot

sybvml36

Walldorf

sybvml35

Not specified

(initial and final)
Standby DB Server
(initial and final)
SAP instances
(ASCS, PAS)
Installed on server sybvml35
HADR Test Environment: User Environment for <sapsid>adm (Operating System Linux)
Caution:
The following environment parameters only need to be set on all SAP Application Servers. The
parameters should not be set on the database servers unless the SAP application and the database are
running on the same host.
•
•

•
•

Log in as user <sapsid>adm.
Switch to the <sapsid>adm home directory, and adapt .dbenv.csh, .dbenv.sh,
.dbsrc_<hostname>.csh, .dbsrc_<hostname>.sh:
o Adapt dbs_syb_ha:
dbs_syb_ha = 1
o Adapt dbs_syb_server:
The host name can contain a list of host names:
dbs_syb_server = <primary hostname>:<standby hostname>
o dbs_syb_port
The port can contain a list of ports:
dbs_syb_port =<primary_port>:<standby_port>
If both ports are equal, no list format is required.
Log in again to activate the new user environment.
Database (+ SAP instances) server sybvml35:
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Usage of the Program SAP Host Agent (saphostctrl)
The SAP Host Control must be used to execute a rolling database update within the HADR environment; see
SAP Note 1868514 SYB: SAP ASE and SAP Replication Server: rolling upgrade.
SAP Host Control (in the form of the program saphostctrl) belongs to the SAP Host Agent package.
Information about the installation of the SAP Host Agent package is available in SAP Note 1031096 Installing
Package SAPHOSTAGENT. Install the most current version of at least SAP Host Agent 7.21 before
executing failover operations.
Prerequisites
It is important to read again the Prerequisites section (until Command Options) at the beginning of SAP Note
1868514 SYB: SAP ASE and SAP Replication Server: rolling upgrade to get the latest information.
Rolling Database Update: Course of actions
SAP Note 1868514 describes which actions are necessary in which sequence to successfully complete a
rolling database update.
Rolling database update using saphostctrl commands
To perform a rolling database update, follow the steps described below. This will reduce the outage of your
system for the time the failover needs to move the SAP connections from the primary site to the secondary
site.
Note:
Each failover should be done while the SAP system is in a low activity phase. Make sure that no long
running batch jobs are executing.
1) Check the state of the system.
a) Use task REPLICATION_STATUS to detect the standby and the size of the ASE and SRS backlog.
Check the amount of data in the queues to decide whether this is an appropriate time to suspend the
replication to the standby.
2) Update software on the standby node (Walldorf).
a) Use task UPDATE_RS to update the SRS software.
b) Use task ROLLING_UPDATE to update the ASE software.
3) Failover the SAP system from the primary site (Rot) to the standby site (Walldorf).
a) The failover must always be triggered from the upgraded site using the new version of the DR Agent.
b) Use the FAILOVER command with the force option if the normal failover times out.
The force option will also cancel long running transactions.
4) Update the software on the now standby site (Rot).
a) Use UPDATE_RS to update the SRS software.
b) Use ROLLING_UPDATE to update the ASE software.
c) Use REPLICATION_STATUS to check that replication is working correctly again.
5) Failover the SAP system back to the preferred primary site.
a) Use the FAILOVER command with the force option if the normal failover times out.
The force option will also cancel long running transaction.
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Log Files Related to SAP Host Agent
The following log files are created during runtime for the SAP Host Agent:
Action:
Log Files:
Call program saphostctrl with
function LiveDatabaseUpdate

/usr/sap/hostctrl/work/LiveUpdate.log

SAP ASE update

/sybase/<SAPSID>/log/ASE_Suite.log

SRS update

/sybase/<SAPSID>_REP/<SAPSID>_REP_<Sitename>/<SAPSID>_REP
_<Sitename>_upgr.log

SRS update

/sybase/<SAPSID>_REP/log/RepServer_Suite.log

In addition, some more log files are created during runtime for the SAP Host Agent. They are available in the
working directory of the SAP Host Agent (which usually has the path /usr/sap/hostctrl/work):
Log file for central monitoring. It is stored in the subdirectory sapccmsr of the working
sapstartsrv_ccms.log
directory.
sapstartsrv.log

Contains the developer trace for sapstartsrv

dev_saphostexec

Contains the developer trace for saphostexec

dev_sapdbctrl

Contains the developer trace for database related tasks
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Rolling Database Update in an HADR Environment
Supported Update Paths
The supported combinations of ASE and SRS which can be used together are documented in:
SAP Note 1891560 - Disaster Recovery Setup with SAP Replication Server
The rolling update is supported from any ASE/SRS release combination mentioned in SAP Note 1891560 to
the latest supported combination. Customers should always update to the latest available version.
The rolling update should always be done following these steps. The steps should be executed immediately
one after the other. Running a mixed version environment over a longer period of time is not supported.
1. Update SRS on the standby site (Walldorf)
2. Update ASE on the standby site (Walldorf)
3. Planned failover to switch the primary site (Rot) with standby site (Walldorf)
4. Update remaining SRS on Rot (now standby)
5. Update remaining ASE on Rot (now standby)
This procedure is necessary because having different ASE/SRS versions for a longer period of time on the
primary and the standby site is not supported. Replication from an older ASE/SRS release to a newer
version will work, but after the failover has been performed, replication from a newer ASE/SRS version to an
older version will only work as long as no new ASE features are used. Therefore, it is mandatory that once
the failover has been completed, the new standby site should be updated as soon as possible.

Rolling Database Update Process
Update Software on the Current Standby Node (Walldorf)
1. Prerequisites: SAP System is running
a. SAP system <SAPSID> is installed on the current Primary DB Server (Rot); the SAP
system is up and running (artificial work load).
b. The active database is running on the current Primary DB Server (Rot).
c. The current Standby DB Server (Walldorf) is available, but inactive.
d. SRS, including DR Agent, is active on all participating servers.
e. A special tool (HADR test tool) is used to generate an artificial work load on the SAP system
during the entire duration of the rolling database update. Additional information can be found
in SAP Note 2081226 Regulations to get the HA Test Tool.
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2. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Primary DB Server (Rot) and check the release of
database SAP ASE using the tool saphostctrl:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function GetDatabaseProperties -dbname
<SAPSID> -dbtype syb

=> Initial release of database SAP ASE: 15.7.0.122
3. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Primary DB Server (Rot) and check the release of the
replication software SRS using the tool saphostctrl:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function GetDatabaseProperties -dbname
<SAPSID>_REP -dbtype syb

=> Initial release of SRS: 15.7.1.121
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4. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Primary DB Server (Rot) and check the status of the
replication using the tool saphostctrl. The password of the OS user sapadm has to be specified
using the command line:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function LiveDatabaseUpdate -dbname
<SAPSID> -dbtype syb -updatemethod Check -updateoption TASK=REPLICATION_STATUS

=> Current standby site is Walldorf.
=> The output of this TASK=REPLICATION_STATUS command also contains the actual size of the
ASE and SRS backlog. No backlog means that the SRS can keep up with the current workload or
that the system is in a state of low activity, which is preferable for the rolling database update.
=> In addition, check if there are long running batch jobs active within the SAP system
(Transaction Code SM37).
5. Check status of the SRS in a more detailed way:
a. Work as user syb<sapsid> on the current Primary DB Server (Rot) and connect as user
DR_admin to DR Agent running on the current Primary DB Server (Rot). The password of
the database user DR_admin has to be specified using the command line:
> isql -X -U DR_admin -S sybvml35.wdf.sap.corp:4909 -w 1024 --history p100
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b. Check status of the SRS:
> sap_status path
> go

=> Initial primary site Rot is active on server sybvml35.
=> Initial standby site Walldorf is inactive on server sybvml36.
=> Make absolutely sure that you first update the standby site Walldorf.
6. Logon to current standby server sybvml36 (Walldorf).
Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Standby DB Server (Walldorf) and check the SRS
software (or download the software from SAP Support Portal, if not already done):
> cd /software/RS-15.7.1.135
> ls -als
> cat LABEL.ASC
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7. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Standby DB Server (Walldorf) and update the SRS
software using the tool saphostctrl. The password of the OS user sapadm has to be specified using
the command line:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function LiveDatabaseUpdate -dbname
<SAPSID>_REP -dbtype syb -updatemethod Execute -updateoption TASK=UPDATE_RS updateoption DROP_LOCATION=”/software/RS-15.7.1.135”

8. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Standby DB Server (Walldorf) and check the SAP ASE
database software (or download the software from SAP Support Portal, if not already done):
> cd /software/ASE-15.7.0.135
> ls -asl
> cat LABEL.ASC
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9. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Standby DB Server (Walldorf) and update the SAP ASE
database software using the tool saphostctrl. The password of the OS user sapadm has to be
specified using the command line:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function LiveDatabaseUpdate -dbname
<SAPSID> -dbtype syb -updatemethod Execute -updateoption TASK=ROLLING_UPDATE updateoption DROP_LOCATION=”/software/ASE-15.7.0.135”

First Failover to Exchange Primary Site (Rot) and Standby Site (Walldorf)
1. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Standby DB Server (Walldorf) and execute the planned
failover from DB Server Site (Rot) to DB Server Site (Walldorf) using the tool saphostctrl and a
FAILOVER_TIME value of 60 seconds. The password of the OS user sapadm has to be specified
using the command line:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function LiveDatabaseUpdate -dbname
<SAPSID> -dbtype syb –updatemethod Execute -updateoption TASK=FAILOVER updateoption FAILOVER_TIME=60
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Caution:
You must work on the server belonging to the HADR environment, where both software
packages SAP ASE and SRS have already been updated. Especially an important part of
the SRS, the DR Agent software, which controls the failover, may contain new
functionality. Furthermore, you only need to specify the database name (which is identical to
SAPSID). The saphostctrl tool will automatically find out the current status of the HADR
environment and identify the primary and standby server.

Note:
In addition, there is another option available that has not yet been mentioned. This option can
be added using -updateoption FAILOVER_FORCE=1. Then, if active transactions are still
running after the FAILOVER_TIME has expired, these transactions will be canceled and so the
failover can proceed. Using the force option could cause rollbacks and short dumps in the SAP
system.
2. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Standby DB Server (Walldorf) and check the status of
the replication using the tool saphostctrl. The password of the OS user sapadm has to be specified
using the command line:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function LiveDatabaseUpdate -dbname
<SAPSID> -dbtype syb -updatemethod Check -updateoption TASK=REPLICATION_STATUS

=> The standby site has changed to Rot.
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Update Software on the Current Standby Node (Rot)
1. Log on to the current standby server sybvml35 (Rot).
Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Standby DB Server (Rot) and check the SRS software
(or download the software from SAP Support Portal, if not already done):
> cd /software/RS-15.7.1.135
> ls -als
> cat LABEL.ASC

2. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Standby DB Server (Rot) and update the SRS software
using the tool saphostctrl. The password of the OS user sapadm has to be specified using the
command line:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function LiveDatabaseUpdate -dbname
<SAPSID>_REP -dbtype syb -updatemethod Execute -updateoption TASK=UPDATE_RS updateoption DROP_LOCATION=”/software/RS-15.7.1.135”
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3. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Standby DB Server (Rot) and check the SAP ASE
database software (or download the software from SAP Support Portal, if not already done):
> cd /software/ASE-15.7.0.135
> ls -asl
> cat LABEL.ASC

4. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Standby DB Server (Rot) and update the SAP ASE
database software using the tool saphostctrl. The password of the OS user sapadm has to be
specified using the command line:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function LiveDatabaseUpdate -dbname
<SAPSID> -dbtype syb -updatemethod Execute -updateoption TASK=ROLLING_UPDATE updateoption DROP_LOCATION=”/software/ASE-15.7.0.135”
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5. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Standby DB Server (Rot) and check the status of the
replication using the tool saphostctrl. The password of the OS user sapadm has to be specified
using the command line:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function LiveDatabaseUpdate -dbname
<SAPSID> -dbtype syb -updatemethod Check -updateoption TASK=REPLICATION_STATUS

Second Failover to Again Exchange Primary and Standby Site
1. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Primary DB Server (Rot) and execute the planned failover
from DB Server Site (Walldorf) back to DB Server Site (Rot) using the tool saphostctrl and a
FAILOVER_TIME value of 60 seconds. The password of the OS user sapadm has to be specified
using the command line. Alternatively, the option FAILOVER_FORCE can be used; see above:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function LiveDatabaseUpdate -dbname
<SAPSID> -dbtype syb –updatemethod Execute -updateoption TASK=FAILOVER updateoption FAILOVER_TIME=60
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2. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Primary DB Server (Rot) and check the release of
database SAP ASE using the tool saphostctrl:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function GetDatabaseProperties -dbname
<SAPSID> -dbtype syb

=> Final release of database SAP ASE: 15.7.0.135
3. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Primary DB Server (Rot) and check the release of the
replication software SRS using the tool saphostctrl:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function GetDatabaseProperties -dbname
<SAPSID>_REP -dbtype syb

=> Final release of SRS (SRS): 15.7.1.135
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4. Work as user <sapsid>adm on the current Primary DB Server (Rot) and check the status of the
replication using the tool saphostctrl. The password of the OS user sapadm has to be specified
using the command line:
> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function LiveDatabaseUpdate -dbname
<SAPSID> -dbtype syb -updatemethod Check -updateoption TASK=REPLICATION_STATUS

=> Final standby site is Walldorf.
5. Check the status of the SAP Replication Server in a more detailed way:
a. Work as user syb<sapsid> on the current Primary DB Server (Rot) and connect as user
DR_admin to the DR Agent running on the current Primary DB Server (Rot). The password
of the database user DR_admin has to be specified using the command line:
> isql -X -U DR_admin -S sybvml35.wdf.sap.corp:4909 -w 1024 --history p100
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b. Check status of the SAP Replication Server:
> sap_status path
> go

=> Final standby site is Walldorf on server sybvml36.
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Runtime Analysis
Some data regarding runtimes of a rolling database update can be derived from the example work with the
HADR test system used for this documentation. In the following figure, the runtime information is listed
separately for each step of the rolling database update that took longer than one minute:
•

Runtime of the replication software (SRS) update on the DB server site (Walldorf, sybvml36):
See log file /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/LiveUpdate.log on server sybvml36:

a. Elapsed runtime of saphostctrl command (LiveDatabaseUpdate, TASK=UPDATE_RS):
10:34:16 – 10:50:14 – 15:58 minutes
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•

Runtime of database SAP ASE update on the DB server site (Walldorf, sybvml36):
See log file /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/LiveUpdate.log on server sybvml36:

a. Elapsed runtime of first call of saphostctrl command (LiveDatabaseUpdate,
TASK=ROLLING_UPDATE):
10:55:33 – 11:06:32 – 10:59 minutes
•

Runtime of first failover:
See log file /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/LiveUpdate.log on the DB server site (Walldorf, sybvml36):

a. Elapsed runtime of command sap_failover Rot, Walldorf, 60:
11:23:03 – 11:23:34 – 00:31 minutes
b. Elapsed runtime of command sap_host_available Rot:
11:23:47 – 11:24:55 – 01:08 minutes
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•

Runtime of replication software (SRS) update on the DB server site (Rot, sybvml35):
See log file /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/LiveUpdate.log on server sybvml35:

a. Elapsed runtime of saphostctrl command (LiveDatabaseUpdate, TASK=UPDATE_RS):
11:37:06 – 11:52:13 – 15:07 minutes
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•

Runtime of database SAP ASE update on the DB server site (Rot, sybvml35):
See log file /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/LiveUpdate.log on server sybvml35:

a. Elapsed runtime of first call of saphostctrl command (LiveDatabaseUpdate,
TASK=ROLLING_UPDATE):
10:18:33 – 10:29:45 – 11:12 minutes
•

Runtime of second failover:
See log file /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/LiveUpdate.log on the DB server site (Rot, sybvml35):

a. Elapsed runtime of command sap_failover Walldorf, Rot, 60:
11:05:53 – 11:07:24 – 01:31 minutes
b. Elapsed runtime of command sap_host_available Walldorf:
11:07:37 – 11:08:46 – 01:09 minutes
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Troubleshooting
Incorrect Secure Storage Password Settings for Default Database User sa
Caution:
The default database user sa is locked by default in all SAP installations. Each SAP ASE update
requires that you work as user sa. Therefore, user sa must be unlocked before the update can start.
The saphostctrl tool will use user sapsso to unlock user sa. At the end of the SAP ASE update,
saphostctrl will lock user sa again. In order to unlock/lock user sa saphostctrl needs the passwords
for both database users sapsso and sa. The passwords are stored in the secure storage.
The password of the default database user sa can be stored either in the global secure storage (usually at
/usr/sap/<SAPSID>/SYS/global/security/rsecssfs) or in a local secure storage (usually at
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/<SAPSID>/security/rsecssfs). Some SAP ASE-related information concerning secure
storage is available in SAP Note 1797040 SYB: saphostctrl - Using global or local secure storage.
Caution:
As of SAP NetWeaver 7.4x application server ABAP: as mentioned in SAP Note 1797040 (SYB:

saphostctrl - Using global or local secure storage) the format of the secure storage does not suit the
format used by SAP Host Agent. As a workaround, saphostctrl can set up a local secure storage.
With versions lower than PL 191 the saphostctrl tool unlocks user sa, sets a random, unknown password,
and then locks the user again (see SAP Note 1982469 SYB: Updating SAP ASE with saphostctrl / sapdbctrl.
If this is not what you want, follow SAP Note 1982469 (SYB: Updating SAP ASE with saphostctrl / sapdbctrl):
first update saphostctrl to at least PL 191 and then add user sa to the secure storage. saphostctrl will then
use the stored password from the secure storage. First saphostctrl searches in the global secure storage. If
this was not successful (for whichever reasons); then the program tries to find the password in the local
secure storage if it is configured.
A local secure storage is necessary:
•
•

If you do not have access to the global secure storage on the server where you execute
saphostctrl commands.
You are using SAP NetWeaver 7.4x application server ABAP (or newer), as mentioned above: since
the format of the secure storage does not fit to the format used by SAP Host Agent, a local secure
storage has to be configured.
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If there are inconsistencies in password settings for the default database user sa between the database login
account and the secure storage (global and/or local), updating the SAP ASE software will fail with the
following error:
•

Up to SAP Host Agent 7.21 SP04:

In addition, under these circumstances the log file /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/LiveUpdate.log contains an
error message (test connect failed for user sa.):
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•

With SAP Host Agent 7.21 PL5, the password of user sa will be checked at the very beginning of the
SAP ASE update. After the password issues have been fixed, you can resume the SAP ASE update:

In addition, under these circumstances the log file /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/LiveUpdate.log contains an
error message (test connect failed for user sa.):

Default Database User sa: Modify Password of the Database Login Account
To modify the password of the database login account sa on the current Primary DB Server (Rot), execute
the following commands:
1. Work as user syb<sapsid> on the Primary DB Server (Rot) and connect as user sapsso to SAP ASE.
The password of the database user sapsso has to be specified using the command line:
> isql -X -U sapsso -S sybvml35.wdf.sap.corp:4901 -w 1024 --history p100

2. Use database user sapsso to set the password of the login account sa:
1> change login sa with password <sapsso password> modify password <new sa password>
2> go
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3. Use database user sapsso to unlock the login account sa:
1> sp_locklogin sa, 'unlock'
2> go

4. Check if the database login with login account sa is working.
Work as user syb<sapsid> on the current Primary DB Server (Rot) and connect as user sa to SAP
ASE database. The password of the database user sa has to be specified using the command line:
> isql -X -U sa -S sybvml35.wdf.sap.corp:4901 -w 1024 --history p100

5. If the previous step was successful, use the database user sapsso to again lock the login account
sa:
1> sp_locklogin sa, 'lock'
2> go
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Default Database User sa: Adapt Global Secure Storage
This section is only relevant if
•
•

Global secure storage is accessible.
SAP NetWeaver 7.4x ABAP (or newer) is not used.

To add the database user sa to the global secure storage, execute the following commands as user
<sapsid>adm:
1. Check if you are working on local or global secure storage:
> <path to rsecsstx>/rsecssfx info

=> File Locations reveal that you are working on global secure storage located at
/usr/sap/<SAPSID>/SYS/global/security/rsecssfs
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2. Check if there are entries for both DB_CONNECT/SYB/SAUPDDB_USER and
DB_CONNECT/SYB/SAUPDDB_PASSWORD in global secure storage:
> <path to rsecsstx>/rsecssfx list

=> The default database user sa (SAUPD) is missing in global Secure Storage.
3. Add user sa to the global secure storage:
> <path to rsecsstx>/rsecssfx put DB_CONNECT/SYB/SAUPDDB_USER sa -plain

4. Add the password of the default database user sa to the global secure storage:
> <path to rsecsstx>/rsecssfx put DB_CONNECT/SYB/SAUPDDB_PASSWORD <password>

=> Caution: the last screenshot does not display the password itself. Set the
password according to your needs.
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5. Check again if there are entries for both DB_CONNECT/SYB/SAUPDDB_USER and
DB_CONNECT/SYB/SAUPDDB_PASSWORD in the global secure storage:
> <path to rsecsstx>/rsecssfx list

=> The default database user sa (SAUPD) and its password have now been added to
the global secure storage.
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Default Database User sa: Adapt Local Secure Storage
To add the default database user sa to the local secure storage, execute the following commands as user
<sapsid>adm:
1. Check if the local secure storage is configured:
> cd /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/<SAPSID>/security/rsecssfs
> ls -als
> ls -asl data

=> Local secure storage has already been set up and is owned by the users syb<sapsid>
resp. root.
2. Optional (necessary only for NetWeaver 7.4x application server ABAP (or newer)): delete user sa
from global secure storage:
> <path to rsecsstx>/rsecssfx remove DB_CONNECT/SYB/SAUPDDB_USER
> <path to rsecsstx>/rsecssfx remove DB_CONNECT/SYB/SAUPDDB_PASSWORD

3. Set the password for the user sa in the local secure storage (SAP Note 1797040 SYB: saphostctrl Using global or local secure storage):
Caution:
If a local secure storage does not exist on a server before calling the program saphostctrl for
the first time, it will unlock the user sa and set a random password in the database and secure
storage. Thus, this password will be unknown to the customer. Therefore, it is recommended
that you set the password for the default database user sa manually as the very first action on
each server before starting your work with the program saphostctrl.
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> /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/saphostctrl -user sapadm - -function LiveDatabaseUpdate -dbname
<SAPSID> -dbtype syb -dbuser sa -dbpass <sa password> -updatemethod Execute updateoption TASK=SET_USER_PASSWORD -updateoption USER=SAUPD

=> This command will always implicitly set up local secure storage in directory
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/<SAPSID>/security/rsecssfs, in case that it was not existing before.
4. Change environment variables of user <sapsid>adm to access local secure storage:
> setenv RSEC_SSFS_DATAPATH /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/<SAPSID>/security/rsecssfs/data
> setenv RSEC_SSFS_KEYPATH /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/<SAPSID>/security/rsecssfs/key

5. Check if you are working on local secure storage:
> <path to rsecsstx>/rsecssfx info

=> File Locations reveal that you are working on local secure storage located at
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/<SAPSID>/security/rsecssfs
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6. Check if there are entries for both DB_CONNECT/SYB/SAUPDDB_USER and
DB_CONNECT/SYB/SAUPDDB_PASSWORD in local secure storage:
> <path to rsecsstx>/rsecssfx list

=> As consequence of the last saphostctrl call the default database user sa (SAUPD)
has already been added to local secure storage.
7. Optional: change environment variables of user root to access local secure storage:
> export
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/sap/<SAPSID>/SYS/global/syb/linuxx86_64/sybodbc:/sybase/<SAPS
ID>/ASE-15_0/lib:/sybase/<SAPSID>/OCS-15_0/lib:/sybase/<SAPSID>/OCS15_0/lib3p64:/sybase/<SAPSID>/OCS15_0/lib3p:/usr/sap/<SAPSID>/SYS/exe/run:/usr/sap/<SAPSID>/SYS/exe/uc/linuxx86_64
> export RSEC_SSFS_DATAPATH=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/<SAPSID>/security/rsecssfs/data
> export RSEC_SSFS_KEYPATH=/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/<SAPSID>/security/rsecssfs/key
> export SAPSYSTEMNAME=<SAPSID>

8. Optional: check as user root again content of local secure storage:
> <path to rsecsstx>/rsecssfx list

=> Same results than before when the same command was executed as user <sapsid>adm.
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9. Optional: second method of changing the password of the default database user sa in the local
secure storage (only the user root has sufficient authorizations to access local secure storage):
<path to rsecsstx>/rsecssfx put DB_CONNECT/SYB/SAUPDDB_PASSWORD <password>

=> Caution: the last screen shot does not display the password itself. Set the
password according to your needs.
10. Optional: check again content of the local secure storage:
<path to rsecsstx>/rsecssfx list

=> The password of user sa (SAUPD) has now been updated in local secure storage.
Result
As soon as the password of the default database user sa has been corrected in the secure storage, you can
resume the rolling database update. Just repeat exactly the same saphostctrl command (SAP ASE update,
options LiveDatabaseUpdate, TASK=ROLLING_UPDATE) on the same server.
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